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About This Game

Fantasy Mosaics 14: Fourth Color is a multi-color nonogram game that features pixel art puzzle designs. Use your logic and
intuition to discover vivid images hidden in the patterns of numbers.

Your progress in the game helps build a beautiful landscape and discover inhabitants of the fantasy world. Get ready to earn
achievements featuring stars and cups awarded at the end of each level.

Enjoy this installment with exciting innovations that make the puzzles even more fun and challenging!
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Very interesting and challenging puzzle game. I like the fact that there were no instructions and it really required you to figure
out everything yourself. The game does provide some hints though.. I wouldnt trust these wizards with a watchtower yet, they
havent graduated.. Terrible. I was really looking forward to the passenger view in the viewliner sleeper and the dining car. Also
they have REUSED SOUNDS again.The CSX has terrible braking, same with the Amtrak. I have never been more dissapointed
in a DLC like i am for this. So have played this game a bit before it came to steam and the results are as follows.
Pros
- Loads of track for driving
- Decent train controls
- Good sounds/ Physics
- Decent price for what it includes

Cons
- Not Great detailing (but it is Early Access)
- Menu Screen is a little bland
- Needs better information screen when driving

Overall pretty good for the price and over time the game will get better due to its Early Access stage.. For some reason I rushed
into buying this game simply because I've always wanted a fireworks simulator, and this looked really good from the screenshots
and videos. But unfortunately it's just not as good as it makes it out to be. On the simple side, there are overused sounds, quite a
limited set of fireworks and it's just simply overall quite a poor design for a simulator - it's more of a worktop or, do I call it a
sandbox? On the technical side, it's even worse sadly, it takes up far much more GPU power than it needs to and the way it has
been coded makes it hard to edit or even try open back something you've made without it causing errors, even for someone as
tech-savy as me who understands the Windows Registry can't seem to even get it fixed. I had really high hopes for this game
when I saw it released on Steam, but disappointed with the outcome even for a $10 game - overall I've spent less and received
much better developed games.. This game is very cheap so you should probably get it. It is fun just to calm down when you have
had a rough day, so get it then jump on and spam left and right. Truly one of my favorites ever! Love, magic, action and
character development, Oh and of course choices. Its all I can ask for, maybe zombies too but thats just wishful thinking..
writing a review doesn't do this VN any justice, but i'm still rating it 10/10
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Great Voice Pack for Marines. Very boring and dull game. Maybe fun for 5 year old kids.. Brilliant Best Ever game by Giants
Software.

elliot. A very fun and simple game you will have to enjoy alone because you'll be the only person playing it.. Good memories...
played this when I was 10.. There's too much DLC for this game. It's abusing the players.
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